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Abstract 

This paper focuses on Intuitionistic generalized regular star continuous functions and 
Intuitionistic generalized regular star irresolute functions in intuitionistic topological spaces 

and study some of its properties. Further, we have given appropriate examples to understand 

the abstract concepts clearly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Norman Levine [8] initiated the idea of continuous functions in 1970. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets 

was introduced by Atanassov [1]. Later Coker [3] introduced intuitionistic sets and intuitionistic 

points in 1996. In 2000, Coker [4] developed the concept of intuitionistic topological spaces 

with intuitionistic sets and investigated basic properties of continuous functions and 
compactness topological spaces. The concept of regular continuous functions was first 

introduced by Arya and Gupta [2]. Later Palaniappan and Rao [9] studied the concept of regular 

generalized continuous functions. The concept of generalized regular star was studied by[6]. 
Also, the concept of generalized regular continuous functions was introduced by Mahmood [7] 

in general topological spaces. In this paper, the properties of intuitionistic generalized regular 

star continuous and functions and intuitionistic generalized regular star irresolute funtions are 
introduced and studied. 

                                          2.      PRELIMINARIES 

Throughout this paper, X means an intuitionistic topological space (X,τ) and Y means an 

intuitionistic topological space (Y,σ). In this section, we shall present the fundamental 
definitions which are useful for the sequel. 

Definition 2.1. [10] A subset A of an intuitionistic topological space (X,τ) is called Intuitionistic 

generalized regular star closed set (briefly Igr∗-closed set) if Ircl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is 

Ig-open. 

Definition 2.2. [5] A map f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) is said to beIntuitionistic generalized continuous if 

f-1(V ) is Ig-closed in X for every intuitionistic closed subset V of Y. 
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(1) Intuitionistic generalized semi continuous if f−1(V ) is Igs-closed in X for every 

intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(2) Intuitionistic semi generalized continuous if f−1(V ) is Isg-closed in X for every 

intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(3) Intuitionistic regular generalized continuous if f−1(V ) is Irg-closed in X for every 

intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(4) Intuitionistic generalized pre continuous if f−1(V ) is Igp-closed in X for every 

intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(5) Intuitionistic generalized pre semi continuous if f−1(V ) is Igps-closed in X for every 
intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(6) Intuitionistic generalized α continuous if f−1(V ) is Igα-closed in X for every 
intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(7) Intuitionistic generalized pre regular continuous if f−1(V ) is Igpr-closed in X for every 
intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(8) Intuitionistic generalized b continuous if f−1(V ) is Igb-closed in X for every 
intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(9) Intuitionistic generalized semi regular continuous if f−1(V ) is Igsr-closed in X for every 

intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

(10) Intuitionistic generalized weakly continuous if f−1(V ) is Igw-closed in X for every 

intuitionistic closed subset V of Y . 

Definition 2.3. [4] Let (X,τ) be an intuitionistic topological space and A = <X,A1,A2> be an 

intuitionistic set in X. Then the interior of A is defined by 

Iint(A) = ∪ {G : G is an IOS in X and G ⊆ A} 

It can be shown that Iint(A) is an IOS in X and is an IOS in X iff Iint(A) = A. 

                            3. Intuitionistic gr∗-Continuous Functions 

In this section, we define and study the concept of Intuitionistic gr∗-Continuous Functions in 
intuitionistic topological spaces and obtain some of its properties. 

Definition 3.1. A function f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) is said to be intuitionistic generalized regular star 

(briefly Igr∗-continuous) if the inverse image of each intuitionistic closed set in Y is Igr∗-closed 

in X. 

Theorem 3.2. (i) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Ig-continuous. 

(ii) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igs-continuous. 

(iii) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Isg-continuous. 

(iv) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Irg-continuous. 

(v) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igp-continuous. 

(vi) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igps-continuous. 

(vii) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igα-continuous. 

(viii) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igpr-continuous. 

(ix) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igb-continuous. 

(x) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Igsr-continuous. 
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(xi) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Iw-continuous. 

(xii) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Ip-continuous. 

(xiii) Every Igr∗-continuous function is Ib-continuous. 

Proof: (i) Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) is Igr∗-continuous and let D be an intuitionistic closed in 

(Y,σ). Since f is Igr∗-continuous function, f−1(D) is Igr∗-closed in (X,τ). Since every Igr∗-closed 
is Ig-closed, f−1(D) is Ig-closed. Hence f is Ig-continuous. 

The proof of (ii) to (xiii) is similar to (i)  

The converse of the above theorems need not be true as seen from the following examples. 

Example 3.3. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = {ɸ, X, <X,{a},{b}>, 
<X,{b},{a}>, <X, ɸ ,{a}> <X,{a,b},ɸ>, <X,{a},ɸ>, <X,ɸ,{a,b}>} and σ  = {ɸ,Y, <Y,{a},{c}>, 

<Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,ɸ,{a}>, <Y,{a,c},ɸ>, <Y,{a}, ɸ >, <Y, ɸ,{a,c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ)be 

defined by  f(a) = b, f(b) = c, f(c) = a and let D = <X,{c},{a}> then f−1(D) = <X,{b},{c}> is Ig-

closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igcontinuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

Example 3.4. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 

<X,{c},{a}>, <X,{a},ɸ>,<X,{a,c}, ɸ>, <X,ɸ,{c,a}>, <X,ɸ,{a}> and σ = { ɸ,Y ,<Y,{a},{c}>, 

<Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,ɸ,{b}>, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ >, <Y,{c}, ɸ >, <Y,{a}, ɸ >, <Y, ɸ,{a,c}>, <Y, ɸ,{b,a}>, 
<Y, ɸ, {b,c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b and let D = 

<X,{a},{c}> then f−1(D) = <X,{b},{a}> is Igs-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igs-continuous 

but not Igr∗-continuous. 

Example 3.5. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 

<X,{c},{a}>, <X, ɸ,{b}>, <X,{a,c}, ɸ >, <X,{c}, ɸ>, <X,{a}, ɸ >, <X, ɸ,{a,c}>, <X, ɸ,{b,a}>, 
<X, ɸ,{b,c}>} and σ = { ɸ,Y,<Y,{a},{c}>, <Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,{b}, ɸ >, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ >, <Y,{c,b}, 

ɸ>, <Y,{b,a}, ɸ >, <Y, ɸ,{a,c}>,  <Y, ɸ,{a}>, <Y, ɸ,{c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by 

f(a) = b, f(b) = a, f(c) = c and let D = <X,{a}, ɸ> then f−1(D) = <X,{b}, ɸ> is Isg-closed but not 

Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Isg-continuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

Example 3.6. Let X = Y = {a,b,c,d} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{b,c,d}>, 
<X,{a,b},{c,d}>, <X,{c},{a,b,d}, <X,{a,c},{b,d}>, <X,{b,c},{a,d}>, <X,{b,a},{c,d}>, 

<X,{a,c,d},{b}>, <X,ɸ,{d}>} and σ = {ɸ,Y, <Y,{a,b},{c,d}>, <Y,{a,b,c},{d}>, <Y, ɸ,{d}>, 

<Y,{a,d},{b,c}>, <Y,{c},{a,b}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b, 

f(d) = d and let D = <X,{c},{a,b,d}> then f−1(D) = <X,{d},{c}> is Irg-closed but not Igr∗-closed. 

Hence f is Irgcontinuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

 

Example 3.7. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 
<X,{c},{a}>, <X, ɸ,{c}>, <X,{a,c}, ɸ>, <X,{c}, ɸ>,<X, ɸ,{a,c}>} and σ = { ɸ, Y, <Y,{a},{c}>, 

<Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,{c}, ɸ>, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ,>, <Y, ɸ,{c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = 

c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b and let D = <X, ɸ,{c}> then f−1(D) = <X, ɸ,{a}> is Igp-closed but not Igr∗-

closed. Hence f is Igp-continuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

Example 3.8. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 

<X,{c},{a}>, <X,{c}, ɸ>, <X,{a,c}, ɸ >, <X, ɸ,{a,c}>, <X, ɸ,{c}>} and σ = { ɸ, Y, 

<Y,{a},{c}>, <Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,{b},{c}>,  <Y,{a,c},ɸ>, <Y,{b,c}, ɸ>, <Y,{b,a},{c}>, <Y, 
ɸ,{a,c}>, <Y, ɸ,{c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b and let D = 

<X,{a},{c}> then f−1(D) = <X,{b},{a}> is Igps-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igps-

continuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 
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Example 3.9. Let X = Y = {a,b,c,d} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{b,c}>, 

<X,{b},{a,c,d}>, <X,{c},{a,b,d}>, <X,{a,c},{b,d}>, <X,{b,c},{d}>, <X,{b,a},{c}>, 

<X,{b},{c,a}>, <X,{d},{b,c}>} and σ = { ɸ, Y, <Y,{a,c},{b,d}>, <Y,{c,d},{a,b}>, 

<Y,{a},{b,c,d}>, <Y,{a,c},{d}>, <Y,{c},{a,b}>,<Y,ɸ,{d}>, <Y,{d},{a,b}>, <Y,{a},{c,b}>}. 
Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b, f(d) = d and let D = <X,{a},{b,d}> 

then f−1(D) = <X,{c},{c,a}> is Igα-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igα-continuous but not 

Igr∗-continuous. 

Example 3.10. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 

<X,{c},{a}>, <X,{c},{b}>, <X,{a,c},ɸ>, <X,{c},ɸ>, <X, ɸ,{c,a}>, <X,{c},{a,b}>, <X,ɸ,{c,b}> 
and σ = { ɸ, Y, <Y,{a},{c}>, <Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,{c},{a,b}>, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ>, <Y, ɸ,{c,a}>. Let f : 

(X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b and let D = <X,{c},{a}> then f−1(D) = 

<X,{a},{b}> is Igpr-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igpr-continuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

Example 3.11. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 

<X,{c},{a}>, <X,{c},{a,b}>, <X,{a,c}, ɸ>, <X, ɸ,{c,a}>} and σ = { ɸ,Y , <Y,{a},{b}>, 

<Y,{b},{a}>, <Y, ɸ,{a}>,  <Y,{a,b}, ɸ >, <Y,{a}, ɸ>, <Y, ɸ,{a,b}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ) be 

defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = c, f(c) = a and let D = <X,{b},{a}> then f−1(D) = <X,{a},{c}> is Igb-

closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igb-continuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

 

Example 3.12. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 

<X,{c},{a}>, <X,{b}, ɸ>, <X,{a,c}, ɸ>, <X,{c,b}, ɸ>, <X,{b,a}, ɸ>, <X, ɸ,{c,a}>, <X, ɸ,{a}>, 
<X,ɸ,{c}>} and σ = { ɸ, Y, <Y,{a},{c}>, <Y,{c},{a}>, <Y,{c}, ɸ>, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ>, <Y, ɸ,{c,a}>, 

<Y, ɸ,{c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ)  be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = a, f(c) = b and let D = <X, 

ɸ,{c}> then f−1(D) = <X, ɸ,{a}> is Igsr-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igsr-continuous but 

not Igr∗-continuous. 

   

Example 3.13. Let X = Y = {a,b,c,d} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{d},{b,c}>, 

<X,{b,c,d},{a}>, <X,{b},{a,c}>, <X,{a,c},{d}>, <X,{c,b},{a}>, <X,{b,a},{c}>, 

<X,ɸ,{c,a}>, <X,{a,b},{c}>} and σ = { ɸ, Y, <Y,{a},{b,d}>, <X,{c},{a,b}>, <Y,{b,d},{a}>, 

<Y,{a,b},{d}>, <Y,{a},{c,d}>, <Y, ɸ,{a,b}>}. Let f: (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = c, 
f(b) = a, f(c) = d, f(d) = b and let D = <X,{b,c,a},{a}> then f−1(D) = <X,{d},{b,c,d}> is Iw-

closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Iw-continuous but not Igr∗-continuous.. 

Example 3.14. Let X = Y = {a,b,c} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c}>, 
<X,{c},{a}>, <X, ɸ,{b}>, <X,{a,c}, ɸ>, <X,{c}, ɸ>, <X,{a}, ɸ>, <X, ɸ {c,a}>, <X, ɸ,{b,a}>, 

<X, ɸ,{b,c}> and σ = { ɸ, Y, <Y,{a},{c}>, <Y,{c},{a}>, <Y, ɸ,{a}>, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ>, <Y,{a}, ɸ>, 

<Y, ɸ,{a,c}>}. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = a, f(c) = c and let D = 

<X,{a},ɸ> then f−1(D) = <X,{b}, ɸ> is Ip-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Ip-continuous but 

not Igr∗-continuous. 

 

Example 3.15. Let X = Y = {a,b,c,d} with intuitionistic topologies τ = { ɸ, X, <X,{a},{c,d}>, 

<X,{c},{a,b}>, <X,{a,b,d},{c}>, <X,{a,c},{d}>, <X,{a},{b,c}>, <X,ɸ,{c,a}>} and σ = { ɸ, Y, 
<Y,{a},{c,d}>, <Y,{b},{a,d}>, <Y,{a},{b,c,d}>, <Y,{a,c}, ɸ>, <Y, ɸ,{c,a}>, <Y, ɸ,{a,d}>}. Let f : 

(X,τ) →(Y,σ ) be defined by f(a) = c, f(b) = d, f(c) = b, f(d) = a and let D = <X,{a,c},{b}> then f−1(D) 

= <X,{b,d},{a,c,d}> is Ib-closed but not Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Ib-continuous but not Igr∗-continuous. 

Theorem 3.16. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be a function, then the following conditions are equivalent.  

(i) f is Igr∗-continuous. 

(ii) The inverse image of intuitionistic closed set in Y is Igr∗-closed in X. 
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Proof: (i) → (ii) Assume f is Igr∗-continuous. Let A be a intuitionistic closed subset of Y, 

then Y-A is intuitionistic open in Y and f−1(Y −A) = X −f−1(A), is Igr∗-open in X which 

implies that f−1(A) is Igr∗-closed in X. 

(ii) → (i) Assume the inverse of each intuitionistic closed set in Y is Igr∗-closed in X. Let D be an 
intuitionistic open set in Y , then Y −D is a intuitionistic closed set in Y , which implies f−1(Y 

−D) = X − f−1(D) is Igr∗-closed in X. Hence f−1(Y − D) is Igr∗-open in X, which implies that f is 

Igr∗-continuous. 

 

Theorem 3.17. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be a function, then the following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) f is Igr∗-open. 

(ii) f(Irint(A)) ⊆ Irint(f(A)) for each IS A in X. 

(iii) Irint(f−1(B)) ⊆ f−1(Irint(B)) for each IS B in Y . 

Proof: (i) → (ii) Let f be an Igr∗-open function. Since f(Irint(A)) is an Igr∗-open set 

contained in f(A), f(Irint(A)) ⊆ Irint(f(A)) by definition of intuitionistic interior. 

(ii) → (iii) Let B be any IS in Y . Then f−1(B) is an IS in X. By (ii), f(Irint(f−1(B))) ⊆ Irint(f(f−1(B))) ⊆ 

(Irint(B)). Thus we have Irint(f−1(B)) ⊆ f−1(f(Irint(f−1(B)))) ⊆ f−1(Irint(B)).  

(iii) → (i) Let A be any Igr∗-open set in X. Then Irint(A) = A and f(A) is an intuitionistic set in Y 

. By (iii), A = Irint(A) ⊆ Irint(f−1(f(A))) ⊆ f−1(Irint(f(A))). Hence we have f(A) ⊆ 

f(f−1(Irint(f(A))) ⊆ Irint(f(A)) ⊆ f(A). Thus f(A) = Irint(f(A)) and hence f(A) is an Igr∗-open set 

in Y . Therefore f is an Igr∗-open. 
 

Theorem 3.18. If f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) and g : (Y,σ) → (Z,ν) is Igr∗-continuous , then their 

composition gof : (X,τ) → (Z,ν) is Igr∗ -continuous function. 

Proof: Let g be a intuitionistic continuous function and V be any intuitionistic open set in 

(Z,ν) then f−1(V) is open in (Y,σ). Since f is Igr∗-continuous, f−1(g−1(V ) = (gof )−1(V ) is Igr∗-

open in X. Hence (gof) is Igr∗-continuous. 

   

                                            4.   Intuitionistic gr∗-Irresolute Functions 

In this section, we define and study the notion of Intuitionistic gr∗-Irresolute Functions in 
intuitionistic topological spaces and obtain some of its properties. 

Definition 4.1. A function f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) is said to be intuitionistic generalized regular star 

(briefly Igr∗-irresolute) if the inverse image of each Igr∗-closed set in Y is Igr∗-closed in X. 

Theorem 4.2. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be  intuitionistic continuous and intuitionistic closed set. 

Then f is Igr∗-irresolute functions. 

Proof: Let A = <X,A1,A2> be any Igr∗-closed set. Then A ⊆ Ircl(A) ⊆ U, since f is 

intuitionistic continuous and intuitionistic closed it follows that ⇒ f−1(A) ⊆ f−1(Ircl(A)) ⊆ 

Ircl(f−1(A)) ⇒ f−1(A) ⊆ Ircl(f−1(A)). Therefore f−1(A) is Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igr∗-irresolute 

functions. 

Theorem 4.3. Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) and g : (Y,σ) → (Z,ν) are Igr∗-irresolute then gof : (X,τ) → 

(Z,ν) is Igr∗-irresolute. 

Proof: Let g be an Igr∗-irresolute function and V be any Igr∗-open in (Z,ν), then f−1(V ) is Igr∗-

open in Y , since f  is Igr∗-irresolute, f−1(g−1(V )) = (gof)−1(V ) is Igr∗-open in (X,τ). Hence gof is 

Igr∗-irresolute. 
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Theorem 4.4.  Let f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) is Igr∗-irresolute if and only if, for every Igr∗-open A of Y , 

f−1(A) is Igr∗-open in X. 

Proof: Necessity: If f : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) is Igr∗-irresolute, then for every Igr∗-closed B of Y , 

f−1(B) is Igr∗-closed in X. If A is any Igr∗-open subset of Y , then Ac is Igr∗-closed. Thus 

f−1(Ac) is Igr∗-closed, but f−1(Ac) = (f−1(A))c   so that f−1(A) is Igr∗-open. 

Sufficiency: If for all Igr∗-open subsets A of Y , f−1(A) is Igr∗-open in X, and if B is any 

Igr∗closed subset of Y , then Bc  is Igr∗-open. Also f−1(Bc) = (f−1(B))c  is Igr∗-open. Thus f−1(B) 

is Igr∗-closed. Hence f is Igr∗-irresolute. 
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